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Early Christian attitudes to war, violence and the military profession have been widely and passionately discussed. This discussion has taken place mainly in periods of crisis or potential crisis when it was vital to re-evaluate the relations between Church and State. In particular it was mostly during the two World Wars and the “Nuclear Age” (1960s–1980s) that intellectuals showed great interest in the problem and appealed to the Bible and the Christian Fathers, claiming support for almost every conceivable position, from radical pacifism to holy war.

It was at the end of the second century that the issue of legitimacy of Christian participation in warfare began to preoccupy some Christians for the first time. Fascinatingly they were convinced that earlier Christian generations, and certainly Jesus and the evangelists, shared the same concern and hence they turned to the New Testament for guidance and justification. Matthew 2: 21 and 6:24 were especially seen as relevant and given a bewildering variety of interpretations, while the New Testament did not confront the issue at all. It seems that Jesus was not concerned with present realities since he was expecting the imminent end of the world.1 The evangelists were deeply loyal and supported the status quo to such an extent that they refrained from preaching anything that would have displeased the Roman authorities, such as calling for Christians to abstain from enlisting in the army and participating in war.

The evangelists never presented Jesus as explicitly prohibiting men from pursuing military careers. At times, Jesus and the
evangelists extolled peace while at others, they seemed to extol violence. They sometimes seemed to challenge secular authority, but they also supported it. It seems as if almost all depends on the reading chosen.

**New Testament Gospel Passages of Ambiguous or Even Irrelevant Character**

- Do not commit murder (Matt. 5:21)
- Blessed are the peacemakers (Matt. 5:9)
- If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn and offer him the other also (Matt. 5:39)
- Love your enemies (Matt. 5:44)

There is nothing to suggest that Jesus had state relations in mind when he gave his Sermon on the Mount and was not addressing the individual consciences of his followers in their everyday conduct. Towards the end of the fourth century, Ambrose of Milan and Augustine of Hippo wrestled with this sermon. According to their understanding, it did not exclude the use of force; for Ambrose it merely forbade taking pleasure in revenge while for Augustine it allowed corrective punishment. The sixth commandment “Do not commit murder” had nothing to do with soldiers. Soldiers were mere instruments; they were commanded to slay and thus committed no sin. Those modern scholars who favour the idea of a pacifist early Church use the sermon as evidence in support of their argument and are clearly in disagreement with Ambrose and Augustine.

No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the first and love the second, or he will be devoted to the first and despise the second. You cannot serve God and Mammon (Matt. 6:24).

Jesus was clear: one could not adore God and Satan at the same time. There is no indication that Jesus forbade Christians from entering or remaining in the army. A vivid imagination is required to reach such a conclusion. At the end of the second century Tertullian was probably the first Christian to use the passage to convince Christians that they ought to avoid military service, because it entailed participating in Roman religious rites and occasionally inflicting capital punishment. However, Tertullian elsewhere was faithful to the original meaning that one could not possibly worship both the Christian God and another deity. It is interesting that the same passage could be used for a different purpose. Tertullian’s first interpretation that the passage actually forbade Christians from having military careers prevailed in subsequent years. Late in the fourth century Jerome and Paulinus of Nola often alluded to it with the same aim, namely to keep Christians away from the army. Probably none of the early Acts of the Martyrs involving soldiers quote it to justify the martyr’s decision to quit his post, nor do they use Matthew 22:21. It can only be found in post-Constantinian Martyr Acts, such as the Acta Longini and the Acta Montani.

“When you are persecuted in one town, take refuge in another” (Matt. 10:23), Jesus advised his disciples. Apparently, Jesus wished to avoid conflict, but did this mean he wanted to avoid upsetting the authorities and thus wanted Christians to serve in the Roman army? Or did it mean he expected people not to commit violence and thus to stay out of the army? Maybe he was just addressing his
disciples and advising them not to choose martyrdom in times of persecution. Although he did not agree, that is how Tertullian understood it in his work *De Fuga in Persecutione*.17

When one of Jesus’ disciples cut off the ear of one of the soldiers who were about to arrest him, Jesus reproached and warned him: “all who take the sword die by the sword” (Matt. 26:52). Was this an explicit condemnation of the use of violence? Maybe it was. Was it an implicit condemnation of the military profession? It is impossible to say. The early twentieth-century scholar C. J. Cadoux answered those who wondered how Peter came to be carrying a sword at all when his master disapproved of the use of weapons by claiming that Peter had failed to understand his master’s condemnation of the use of force.18 The presence of the weapon, however, did not trouble the evangelist.

“*Conservative* New Testament Gospel Passages

In Capernaum, Jesus and Peter paid their taxes.19 On another occasion, the Pharisees asked Jesus: “are we or are we not permitted to pay taxes to the Roman emperor?” (Matt. 22:17).20 They disliked him and expected him to provide a negative answer so they could go to the Roman authorities and accuse him of rebellious tendencies. Jesus replied: “pay to Caesar what belongs to Caesar, and to God what belongs to God” (Matt. 22:21).21 Caesar’s and God’s coexistence was possible. Tertullian at times chose this passage to show that Christians should generally obey Caesar, fulfil their civic obligations and pay the taxes, but if the authorities demanded them to venerate false idols, then Christians would have no choice but to refuse and suffer martyrdom as a result.22 (Similarly, Ambrose understood it to mean that Christians ought to show obedience to the emperor who in turn ought to assist the Church.)23 On other occasions, Tertullian thought that it meant Christians should not enter or remain in the army.24 So did Paulinus of Nola.25 It is extremely interesting how many and often conflicting interpretations were given to the same New Testament passage. Eucherius of Lyon used it his *Passio Acaunensium Martyrum* (434–435 CE) to emphasise that Christians owed military service to the emperor, but they had to know and approve of the causes of war.26 Finally, Augustine thought it simply meant that Christians had to enlist in the army, possibly unconditionally.27 Some modern scholars seem to prefer Tertullian’s first interpretation and do not understand the passage as specifically referring to soldiers or those who were considering starting an army career.28

When Jesus finished his Sermon on the Mount, he went to Capernaum where he met a centurion,29 a man of power,30 who asked him to cure his paralytic slave. Jesus expressed his admiration for the centurion’s faith; he confessed he had never met such faith in all of Israel. In order to deter Bonifacius, the military governor of Africa, from leaving the army Augustine reminded him of this meeting as well as the meeting of Cornelius the centurion with Paul in Acts 10. One could please God while in military service.31 The historian Luca de Regibus rightly observed that Jesus did not advise the centurion to leave his profession in the way he advised sinners to abstain from their sins, and even if he did, the authors of the New Testament did not regard it as necessary to record it.32
After Jesus’ crucifixion, his disciples were happy to have military figures admiring Jesus. They circulated the story of a centurion who after witnessing the resurrection of Jesus admitted that he was the son of God. In Matthew’s account the centurion was already a Christian.

Similarly, John the Baptist had no intention of persuading soldiers to change career. When soldiers who were listening to him preach asked him what they should do to gain salvation, he did not tell them to quit their posts and find other ways of earning a living. Rather, he told them: “no bullying; no blackmail; make do with your pay” (Luke 3:14). At the end of the second century, Clement of Alexandria used this passage to remind soldiers that they should be content with their wages. Augustine used it (at least twice) to dispel any doubts whether Christians should refuse to enlist, pointing out that if John the Baptist wished Christians to do so, he would have told them just that. Most modern scholars concur with Augustine that John the Baptist had apparently recognised the activities of the military as legitimate.

Some of Jesus’ followers tried to exonerate Pontius Pilate for his role in Jesus’ execution, advancing the view that he found Jesus innocent. The decision to sentence Jesus was entirely due to the ill will of the Jews. Some even claimed that Pilate gave Jesus’ body to Joseph as a present, and did not demand money or request any favours in return. It has been convincingly shown that Jesus was arrested, accused, condemned and executed by the Roman authorities on the charge of rebellion. Revolutionary tendencies were associated with the Christian movement during his lifetime. However, in the years following Jesus’ death the majority of his devotees, who finally prevailed and established themselves as the mainstream of Christianity, sought laboriously to suppress any such tendencies, as well as any rumours regarding the existence of revolutionary tendencies in the past, thus cajoling the authorities and reassuring them that Christians were harmless.

While the evangelists portrayed military and political officials in a positive light in an attempt to make officials sympathetic towards Christianity and to convert the upper classes, they did not show any interest in attracting soldiers. Soldiers played only a peripheral role in the stories about Jesus. They arrested him, mocked him, divided his clothes to make a profit (and fulfil a proph- ec), guarded his tomb and accepted bribes in order to spread lies about his resurrection. Admittedly, these were distasteful actions; but that is our judgement and not that of the evangelists, for there is no explicit condemnation of the soldiers’ actions in the Gospels. Soldiers treated Jesus as they would treat any other convict; they behaved as one would expect them to. There was also no attempt to convert them. In Luke they were the ones to approach John the Baptist and ask for advice for their salvation. Similarly, in the Acts they appear to guard and accompany the captive apostles. In the Epistles soldiers are barely mentioned, as if they were irrelevant.

“Radical” New Testament Gospel Passages

In the four canonical gospels, the instances where Jesus appears to challenge the Roman authorities are more numerous than those in which he is presented as supporting them. However, when the authors of the Gospels provided their own opinions, thoughts and interpretations of
Jesus’ words and actions, they generally tried not to upset the authorities and the political and social order of their time. On the contrary, they condemned all revolutionary tendencies. As far as Jesus himself is concerned, it seems he was not very eager to respond when interrogated by the Roman authorities. According to Luke, when the Jews took Jesus to Pilate they told him that he was encouraging people to refuse to pay their taxes. According to John they told him: “you are no friend to Caesar” (John 19:12). One wonders whether there was some truth in these claims.

“You must not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I have not come to bring peace, but a sword” (Matt. 10:34). Did Jesus find violence at times necessary? Or was he simply warning his disciples that they might have to displease their families and friends? Tertullian, Origen, Jerome (and C. J. Cadoux) did not believe that the passage sanctioned Christians to engage in warfare in any way. Tertullian proposed that the sword was the divine word as manifested in the Testaments. Origen thought that in this case Jesus was declaring war between flesh and spirit. So too did Jerome. According to C. J. Cadoux the sword was also used metaphorically; Jesus wished to prepare his circle for the fierce antipathies that would arise against them.

According to Mark, Jesus drove the merchants out of the temple of Jerusalem. Luke also preserved the story, but in a much shorter version. In John’s account, Jesus drove the merchants out using a whip. Observing that the whip was only mentioned in John’s Gospel, which is regarded by many as less trustworthy, C. J. Cadoux has claimed that even if Jesus used a whip, it was directed only at cattle.

At the Last Supper, Jesus counselled his disciples to sell their cloaks and buy swords if they did not own one already. Adolf von Harnack, one of the most influential scholars of the early twentieth century, thought that the sword was meant metaphorically to represent the steadfast defence of Christian teaching under the anticipated persecutions. C. J. Cadoux admitted he was unable to give an entirely satisfactory explanation, while other prominent scholars took it to mean that violence was occasionally permissible or that the apostles were allowed to carry weapons to protect themselves against wild animals.

The Acts of the Apostles

The author of Acts was in agreement with the authors of the four canonical gospels. He advanced the view that the Roman authorities did not have anything against the apostles and protected (or at least tried to protect) them, just as in the Gospels the authorities liked and protected Jesus (or at least did their best to do so). Probably only at one point does Acts voice a potentially ‘radical’ view, when Peter said: “we must obey God rather than men” (Acts 5:29). But he was addressing the Jews and he may never have dared to say the like in the presence of the Roman authorities; even if he did I suspect that the author of Acts would not have preserved the story. The followers of Jesus, during his lifetime and immediately after his death, but not very long after, were regarded as challengers of authority. At least, some Jews in Thessalonica saw this as a plausible allegation. The author of Acts attempted to prove the Jews wrong.
The author of Acts repeatedly portrayed the Roman authorities in a favourable light. Gallio, pro-consul of Achaia, refused to pay attention to Jewish accusations against the disciples of Jesus.\textsuperscript{66} The chief officer was afraid that the Jews might kill Paul and placed two hundred infantrymen, seventy cavalrymen and two hundred light-armed troops to guard him.\textsuperscript{67} King Agrippa would have freed Paul had he not appealed to the emperor.\textsuperscript{68} The centurion Julius, who was entrusted to take Paul to Rome, allowed him to meet friends at Sidon.\textsuperscript{69} Finally, in Rome Paul was left to teach “without hindrance” (Acts 28:30–31).

As far as military service was concerned, the author of Acts not only abstained from condemning it, but he also extolled the faith of two high-ranking officials of the Roman army. The governor Sergius Paulus listened to Barnabas and Paul and was converted to Christianity,\textsuperscript{70} while Cornelius, a centurion of the \textit{Legio Italica}, was already a pious man who admired Peter and invited him to his house.\textsuperscript{71} Cornelius, who fasted regularly, was held up by Tertullian as a positive role model.\textsuperscript{72} At the end of the fourth century Basil of Caesarea did the same.\textsuperscript{73} Augustine chose him as an example of someone who remained in the army who at the same time believed in God.\textsuperscript{74}

The Epistles of the New Testament

The authors of the canonical epistles preached conformism. However, not all Christians shared these ‘conservative’ feelings, and it was the resulting division that was the main reason they composed their works.\textsuperscript{76}

“Submit yourselves for the sake of the Lord to every human authority, whether to the emperor as supreme, or to the governors as his deputies for the punishment of those who do wrong and the commendation of those who do right. For this is God’s will ...” (1 Pet. 2:13–15). We find exactly the same message in the Epistle to the Romans 13: “every person must submit to the authorities in power, for all authority comes from God, and the existing authorities are instituted by Him” (Rom. 13:1), for the protection of good and the persecution of the criminals,\textsuperscript{77} “you should pay the taxes” (Rom. 13:6). The author of the Epistle to Titus advised him to exhort the Christians in his congregation “to be submissive to the government and the authorities and to obey them” (Titus 3:1). Paul advised Timothy and his congregation to pray “for everyone and especially for sovereigns and for all in high office” (1 Tim. 2:1–3).

At the end of the first century Clement of Rome could not agree more with the First Epistle of Peter 2:13–15 and Romans 13. God approved of temporal authority and Christians were left with no choice but to respect it.\textsuperscript{79} Tertullian approved of all of the above and encouraged Christians to respect the Roman authorities, but on one condition: if the authorities demanded Christians to venerate false idols then they ought to refuse.\textsuperscript{79} Origen at the end of the second century used the First Epistle to Timothy 2:1–3 to argue, to both Christians and non-Christians, that Christians ought to pray to God to ensure his support for the authorities; these prayers made it unnecessary for Christians to enter the army.\textsuperscript{80}
Other conformist messages in the Epistles include the exhortation to women to obey their husbands,\(^81\) children their parents,\(^82\) slaves their masters,\(^83\) and the laity their clergy.\(^84\) Everyone was to stay as they were.\(^85\) The rich were advised to do charity,\(^86\) and not to renounce their wealth.\(^87\)

However, a few passages such as: “God put all in subjection beneath Jesus’ feet” (Eph. 1:22)\(^88\) and the rulers of this world will be destroyed,\(^89\) caution against a simple labelling of all the authors of the Epistles as ‘conservative’. “There is no question here of Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave and freeman; but Christ is all and in all” (Col. 3:11).\(^90\) If this is to be taken at face value, how can the advice given to women,\(^91\) children\(^92\) and slaves\(^93\) to respect their superiors be explained?

In his Epistle to the Galatians, Paul composed a catalogue of those who should not expect to enter heaven.\(^94\) Those who had committed murder were among them, while they were not included in the Epistle to the Romans\(^95\) or the First Epistle to the Corinthians.\(^96\) One wonders whether a soldier was regarded as a murderer or whether the fact that he did not know his victim, was under orders to kill and did not stand to gain personally from his victim’s death made him a possible heir to the kingdom of God. Augustine certainly thought so.\(^97\) But the fact that Augustine repeatedly discussed the matter meant that not all Christians shared his views, compelling him to devise ways to convince them.

**Military Metaphors**

A final point that requires consideration is that the New Testament contains numerous military metaphors. It is not without significance that during antiquity wars were frequent. Moreover, Christians were met with hostility by Jews and pagans. Military terminology was already current in the cults of other gods, such as Bacchus, Venus, Isis and Mithras.\(^98\) Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that Christians developed military imagery. Paul was probably the first to introduce the custom of drawing metaphors and similes from the military world (with which he certainly was familiar) to emphasise that Christian life was a continuous fight against the Devil.

He thought that violence was necessary for the defeat of evil. Paul was the only canonical writer to have called his fellow Christians *commliti* or “fellow soldiers”, which was popular with Roman commanders who wished to flatter their armies with an egalitarian and affectionate address. Paul must have thought that the military institutions of the Roman Empire were efficient and that Christians needed to imitate them to defeat their own enemy: the Devil.

Military metaphors generally reveal a deep conformism. Ephesians 6:11–17 is an illustrative example:

> Put on the full armour provided by God, so that you may be able to stand firm against the stratagems of the devil. For our struggle is not against human foes, but against cosmic powers, against the authorities and potentates of this dark age, against the superhuman forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore, take up the armour of God; then you will be able to
withstand them on the evil day and, after doing your utmost, to stand your ground. Stand fast, I say. Fasten on the belt of truth; for a breastplate put on integrity, let the shoes on your feet be the gospel of peace to give you firm footing; and with all these, take up the great shield of faith, with which you will be able to quench all the burning arrows of the evil one. Accept salvation as your helmet, and the sword that the Spirit gives you, the word of God.\textsuperscript{19}

It is important to note that the passage stated that only spiritual warfare was necessary and that Christian resistance to temporal authority was illegitimate.

This passage turned out to be one of the most influential of the New Testament in the history of Christianity. It made a profound impression on Christians, especially in the second century. Clement of Alexandria,\textsuperscript{100} Ignatius of Antioch\textsuperscript{101} and Origen\textsuperscript{102} repeated, and reassured pagans, that the enemy of God was the Devil and reminded radical Christians that they should only turn against him.

Military metaphors abound in the works of the Christian Fathers, especially in the writings of the early third-century bishop of Carthage, Cyprian. They are often a clear indication of their intention to support the status quo. The divine order had a striking resemblance to the earthly one. Just as generals were austere with their soldiers in order to succeed, God followed the same pattern and acted as a general towards people. Obedience and the ordered ranks of the army were regarded as patterns for the Christian congregation to follow. Just as soldiers were expected to be totally committed to their work and be unquestionably obedient, Christians were to heed the commands of the ecclesiastical and political authorities.\textsuperscript{103}

A considerable number of military metaphors describe the persecutions of Christians. Almost every martyr is praised for his military qualities. The sacramentum (oath) that soldiers swore on enlistment and renewed annually had great ideological importance.\textsuperscript{104} Christian martyrs were also admired for their ωμολογία (omologia, an oath or confession), proclaiming publicly and exhibiting their Christian faith, and for their determination not to obey civil authority when it demanded something contrary to their faith. When the persecutions ended, equivalents of martyrdom were created. In the sources of the late fourth and fifth centuries, monks and ascetics were presented as soldiers who continued the fight against the Devil and his helpers, the demons.

The New Testament contains many different, and often contradictory, messages on war, violence and military service. Therefore, almost all who appeal to it to justify their positions seem to have a case, even if they hold completely different positions. This confusing picture may indicate that these questions were not poignant or pressing for Jesus. Jesus was not interested in present realities as he was expecting the imminent end of the world. His immediate followers advanced their own interpretations of his deeds and words as they saw fit, according to their political convictions and the circumstances. So did, and still do, subsequent readers of the New Testament.
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